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FlowWorx LLC Awarded ISO 9001 :2015 Certification 
JT400 - Ultra-Low Power Platform with Integrated I/O - market ready

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JUNE 11, 2020

EAST GRANBY, CONNECTICUT - FlowWorx LLC, 
creator of the JT400, has been awarded ISO (International 
Organization for Standardization) 9001 :2015 certification. 
ISO certifications are given to organizations that consistently 
comply with international standard requirements for  
ensuring quality management systems. 

The qualifications for the ISO 9001 :2015 include providing 
products and services that meet customer needs in a 
consistent manner and ensures compliance to applicable 
statutory and regulatory requirements. Primary factors  
that are taken into consideration for certifying an  
organization’s quality management system includes  
management responsibility, resource management,  
product realization and measurement processes that  
exhibit effectiveness and continual improvements. An  
audit by a certified body is performed to evidence and 
assess the process before certification is granted. 

“We are honored to be awarded our ISO 9001 :2015  
certification after much hard work and determination by 
everyone on the FlowWorx team,” said Paul Mayer, FlowWorx 
LLC President. “The certification is a testament to our  
internal high standards and commitment to our customers. 
ISO registration supports our pursuit of continuous  
improvements, product quality and customer satisfaction.”

ABOUT FLOWWORX
FlowWorx LLC was established in 2012 and designs and 
manufactures devices for remote pipeline monitoring. 
FlowWorx was acquired by WellWorx Energy in November 
of 2018 to compliment several additional product lines 
that service the petroleum industry. Our Multivariable 
Pressure Transmitter – the JT400 – is the first ultralow 
power, high-performance transmitter on the market. It was 
designed by industry experts for today’s upstream and 
midstream operators to deliver the most capabilities at 
the lowest power. As a completely autonomous device, it 
requires no support equipment, making it ideal for  
upstream and midstream operations while providing quick 
and cost-effective installations. Packed with features and 
benefits like no other MVT, the JT400 offers digital and 
analog I/O, external USB port and up to 12-year battery life 
(with solar) and up to 4 years with a lithium battery pack – 
all in an explosion-proof housing. Our product guarantees 
full support across North America through our partners 
BettsM Controls, AWC and Process Control Dynamics. 

The JT400 has also received single-seal certification per 
ANSI and expects a CRN (Canadian Registration Number) 
in the summer of 2020. Coupled with the ISO 9001: 2015 
certification, these three certifications will bring FlowWorx 
and the JT400 into the forefront of midstream sensor 
technology. A fully autonomous flow computer is currently 
in development as well.
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